F R O M the recent researches [Note A.] of MM. P oisson and P oinsot on angular section, and their discovery of error in trigonometrical formulae usually considered complete, my attention has been drawn to analogous incorrectness in logarithmic series. Accordingly, the end proposed in the present investiga tion is the exhibition in an amended form of two fundamental developments, as the principles employed in their establishment admit of application in ex panding by different methods various similar functions, and tend to elucidate other parts of the exponential theory.
Let a = y.
[1] It is proposed to exhibit correct developments;
I. Of y in terms of a and x ; II. Of x in terms of a and y ; the corresponding formulae hitherto given being incomplete ; viz.* II.
x, when y is positive, = ^ -M Some authors, for the case when y is negative, have provided for x the forinula -1 (2i + 1)tt + 1 -y 1 a
[4]
The notation above used will be adhered to, and requires to be explained. i denotes 0, or any integer positive or negative, and the ratio of the cir cumference of a circle to its diameter. 1 is intended to designate the tabular * Lacroix, " Traite du Calcul differential et integral:" Introduction, Art. 25, 27, 28, 81. z 2 Neperian logarithm of a, which logarithm is a quantity assignable only in the case when a is positive, and may then be found from the development 2 » + 1 -* { b r a -+ s r n d r + S ) -} • M Independently of the circumstance that neither of these formulae for and provides for the case when a is negative or impossible, and that neither [3] nor [4] provides for the case when y is impossible, their incompleteness will appear from what follows.
That [2] is incomplete is prima facie obvious, from the known fact that when x is a rational fraction, ax has as many values as there are units in the denominator of x reduced to its lowest terms, whereas [2] never exhibits m than one value.
Thus, e* ( eb eing the Neperian base and 1 = 1) has two values, viz : -f-^/e and whereas Thus, as one of the values of e* = -J is a Neperian logarithm of -* / e, but yet, if in [4] be substituted for and e for , the resulting formula, viz.
(2,' ' |g1 ), + 1 */<! or + 1)* + i comprises, whatever value be given to , only imaginary quantities, ainong which, of course, J cannot be found. For the purpose of developing y and x correctly, adopting the equation f 0 = cos 0 + -1 sin & [6~| it will be useful to possess two preliminaries; 1st, a development of f 0; 2nd, a development of f _1 0; as it will appear that upon the form of these developments depend the desired ones of y and x.
(By f -1 6i s to be understood, according to the notation o f Mr. H erschel, every such quantity q, that f q =
Postulates.
To obviate the necessity of interrupting the course of the argument here after, it may be satisfactory to enumerate the principal truths immediately connected with our subject and not immediately evident, which will be taken for granted in this paper.
For their support, the authority of Dr. L ardner's Trigonometry, Part III. Sections 1 and 2, may be referred to. [7] [8] [»] [10]
[»]
Subsidiary division. 1st, To possess a development of f
0.
The development of E uler [7] is accurate and sufficient. 2nd, It remains to obtain a development of f _1 Differentiating [6] we obtain
Hence we find
It is evident by [13] , that when 0 becomes = 0, d f~J0 d0 becomes infinite, and consequently it is impossible to develop f " 1^ according to the ascending integral powers of 6. Let us then proceed to develop according to the ascending powers of 1 -0f c; (c being a constant, remarked in advance-on account of the power it possesses, if properly chosen, of rendering the intended development of f " 1 convergent.)
To effect this purpose, let
Accordingly, after substituting in [ 1 3 ] (1 -f -for and therefore
Hence, continuing to derive the successive differential coefficients, we obtain But, by M aclaurin's theorem,^d Having advanced thus far, it will now be easy to fulfil our original intention.
General division.
I. To develop y in terms of a and 
Remarks on the application o f the preceding theory.
From the foregoing principles many collateral deductions may be inferred. For instance, they present a solution of difficulties and illustrate peculiarities appertaining to the theory of the logarithms of negative quantities. Directed to geometry, they advance into an almost uninvestigated part of analysis, by conducing to trace the form and evolve the properties of curves (if figures, consisting generally of discontinuous points, can accurately be called curves), whose equations involve exponential functions. By their means also, various differential and other formulae usually exhibited in logarithmic treatises may be rendered complete. An extended pursuit of these objects would exceed the limits of the present design; but to explain briefly the mode of procedure employed in application of the preceding general results, an Appendix is sub joined, containing a few examples.
APPENDIX. § 1. The constant c might appear to be needlessly introduced, if its necessity to insure the convergence (and universal accuracy [Note E.] ) of the series [18] were not plain from what follows.
Differentiating n terms of the series [18] there results,
hich, as is evident on multiplying by 1 -(1 -$fc),
This expression, if the series [18] be convergent, or, carried to infinity, be numerically equivalent to f " 1 0, ought, as n is increa approach indefinitely to d f _1 0, or (see [13] ) -1 d ; to [24] , it is obvious that such can be the case only where c is so assumed, that, n being supposed to increase without limit, (1 -shall approach in definitely to 0.
Were c neglected, or, in other words, taken = 0, and therefore (see [6] ) fc = 1, 0 would not always necessarily lie between such limits that (1 -should possess this property; but a quantity f c is, in any case, supposable, which will insure for (1 • -0f c)n the be the value of 0. § 2. If a* have among its values two quantities differing only in sign, must be a rational fraction with, in its lowest terms, an even denomi nator. [Note F.] By [20] all the values of a are expressed by f(a?f Any determined value must, therefore, be expressible by f f -1 where f _1 is a determined value of f -1 a. Moreover, by [9] , the expressions f " 1 a, and 2 zV + f -1 a, are co-extensive. Now a having two values which differ only in sign, let one of them = f {xi~x a ) ; then (since f?r = -1) the other will = fsr .f («rf_1 a) or (see [11] ) f (tt + f -1 a ) .T he supposition is that f + ^f _1 = one of the a or f { x( 2 ir + f _1 a ) } .H ence, by [9] , one of the quantities 2 i v k + x i~l a must = one of the quantities (2 iv + f " * a).
* + l
Hence x must = one of the quantities --, a formula comprising all rational fractions, which, in their lowest terms, have even denominators.
INACCURACY OF SOME LOGARITHMIC FORMULAE. = f -1 + f ' 1K2.
+ K;
And, K2 being positive, (in the formulse of this paper capital letters will be 2 K3 l _K2 2 l _K3
used to denote real quantities) 1 -T + Wo r i + k * an<^ 1 " must evidently both lie between 1 and -1.
K\ n
Hence it is plain that (l -^ + g i) and (lindefinitely to 0, as n increases without limit. On inspecting a circle whose radius is supposed to be = 1, it will be obvious that for all arcs whose magnitude lies between n and -<r, the arc and sine at any time are either both positive or both negative. Suppose therefore is a value of cos 1 6, which is always less than ie (it being recollected that 6 is a quantity between 1 and -1) it follows that the particular value of R ,. , Hence, that some y may be real, the other factor, viz.
f -^A (2 2 7 T + CO S ~ 1 -=p) + B1 x2^-must also have some real value. Hence (see [6] ) some one, at least, of the quantities sin<^A (2 2 7 T + cos " 1 -^p ) + B 1 a /* 9} must = 0.
Hence some value of sin 10 or zV must be to be found among a formula, which, as appears by [11] and [27] , comprises all the quantities that respectively fulfil the conditions above stated.
• •
Corollary. On retracing our steps under the guidance of formula [31] , it would not be difficult to prove, among others, the following theorems, viz.
1st. When B = 0, for x to be negative and y real, A must be a rational fraction with, in its lowest terms, an odd denominator.
2nd. When B = 0, and A is a rational fraction, which, in its lowest terms, 7 7 1 = the number of real values of y that can correspond with a real x will be one or two, according as n is odd or even.
3rd. In general, when A is irrational, y can have only one real value con sistently with the simultaneous reality of an x.
4th. When B is not = 0 and A is rational, , in every case when it has one real value corresponding to a real x, has an infinite number. § 7. On the orders and ranks of logarithms.
In [22] let y = R + -1 S and A + -1 B ; then, by [28] , will f -i 2 ?V + c6s 1 s -2 " -11 V R2 + S"
f _ / -o r x = -------------------------^---------------------------------
2 * i t4 cos " 1 ~~ " 11 +
[3 2 ]
When I have thus separated respectively the real and imaginary parts of the numerator and denominator of [22] , upon assigning particular values, l and t, to i and i in [32] , I would indicate the order of a logarithm by the l in the denominator, and the rank it bears in that order by the 1 in the numerator; e. g. I would say of the resulting x that, in the base a, it was the Hh logarithm of of the Hh order.
By Employing the mode of expression above explained, I conceive that the chief novelty of my system consists, not in showing that any assigned quantity, relatively to a given base, has an infinite number of logarithms (which was known before), but in showing that it has an infinite number of orders of logarithms, and an infinite number of logarithms in each order.
Thus, all the Neperian logarithms of 1 have been hitherto supposed to be comprised in the formula -1 2 i * whereas [32], on supposing R = 1, S = 0, A = e, and B = 0, gives the more general formula A remark necessary to prevent misconception is, that, in certain cases, a logarithm may re-appear at intervals with different ranks in different orders. N ote E .-As this example seems to lead to the general consideration of diverging and illusory series, I shall endeavour to state succinctly my impressions respecting that important and delicate subject.
NOTES.
Instances frequently occur to the analyst of developments, in which, upon substituting a particular value for the variable in each, there is no approximation to numerical identity between the several resulting series calculated to any number of terms, and the respective functions which they ought to represent.
Such developments have been said to be analytically accurate, notwithstanding the numerical dis crepancy in each particular case. " They serve," it is argued, " to represent their functions, and by performing algebraical operations upon them, correct conclusions are attained." Now, it appeared to me that there was some confusion o f expression in asserting universally that equations were analytically true, which, numerically considered, were, in particular instances, palpably false. In ascertaining the correctness of the conclusions deduced from them, and relied upon as evidence of the truth of their premises, I observed that the formerly rejected test of numerical identity was often appealed to. Nay further, I was induced to ascribe, in the absence of other visible causes, to the intervention of such equations the limited results which were occasionally elicited where pre vious calculations would lead to the expectation of general ones, and even the conclusions absolutely and unlimitedly erroneous to which the mathematician was sometimes conducted by apparently un deviating paths.
To account for these difficulties, upon reverting to first principles, it will be found that the theorems of development (such as T aylor's, M aclaurin's, &c.) are based upon hypothetic rea soning to this effect, viz. " if the function be developable according to certain powers, it will be deve loped in a certain form," which is assigned. Now imagine a function of for instance, which for those values only of x that lie between certain limits, is capable of being developed according to the ascending integral powers of x, such a function, it would seem, evolved by M aclaurin's theorem, would afford an expansion which, when x transgresses those limits, would be illusory.
In the treatment of developments thus partially true, when more than one of them come in ques tion, the extent of their compatibility should, in my opinion, be most carefully attended to ; for, if two such developments of a function were equated, whereof the one was applicable for values of the variable which would render the other illusory, the consequences derived from such equation might, in proportion to the extent of those values, be partly or entirely false. An instance of the limitation introduced by the caution here recommended is to be found in Appendix § 4.
To learn how far a development was applicable, it might be useful to ascertain the error com mitted upon calculating » terms of the series, and, then supposing n an infinitely great integer, to observe if there wore any values of the variable which would prevent the expression for the error from vanishing.
Should these reflections appear dubious or unfounded, I wish it to be fully understood that they may, in that case, be considered as operating on my results only, at most, by way of superfluous caution. Thus, if c be deemed unnecessary to the universal accuracy of the series [18], it has, at all events, the merit of ensuring its convergence.
Since writing the above, I have been informed by Professor H amilton that M. P oisson has lately given examples of the danger of using diverging series, even when the final development to which they conduct is converging. Hence also conversely by easy inference it seems to follow, that negative numbers have occasionally even real logarithms, contrary to the opinion that they have none whatever, maintained in the Encyclopedia M etropolitan, article Algebra, 284. Indeed, when -2 is admitted to be one of the values of 4^, the extension of the notion " logarithm " must be greatly abridged to deny that, relatively to the base 4, \is a logarithm of -2.
N ote G.-From this theorem it does not follow that f""1 03 = 2 f -1 0; an expression that has only half as many values as f 1 0 4-f " 1 0, which admits the addition of any one value of f " 1 0 to any other.
This instance is adapted to give notice of a very insidious species of fallacy, whose intrusion, in reasoning on subjects like the present, should be guarded against with vigilance. His general principles appear to me to be correct; but, in my opinion, he has occasionally fallen into error. For instance, he seems to take it for granted when a is positive, that whatever value of ax be considered, d a* = la a adx; whereas, when the *th value of a 1 is considered (see Appendix §7.) da* = ( v '^1 To obviate some objections to my general theory, I may here observe incidentally that M. Stein, who has occasionally written on the subject of logarithms in the same journal, would introduce a very confused and inconvenient notation by supposing a* to vary its signification according to the form in which the value of x is expressed-by supposing, for instance, that, while 'r would = (a-)T a/ 2 1 or + a. Hence, by the same analogy a 1 would = . I According to the usual interpretation of a r, which I have adopted, and by which it is identical with f(x f -1 a), a', and a have all the same signification.
The following definition of ax, derived from the characteristic property which led to the extension of the exponential notation beyond integral exponents, has been suggested to me by my friend Mr. H amilton, Royal Astronomer of Ireland:
" a* comprises every successive function <px of x, which, independently of x and satisfies the conditions <px <py -< p ( x + y)< p l =. a." From this definition does not follow, in all its generality, the equation a x a?
for the pro duct of the ith value of a* (which I would designate by a x) multiplied by the ith value of ay is not necessarily among the values of a* + ^; a legitimate consequence of the definition of is the equa tion a. * a/* -a x + y.
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